First Landowners Map Viewer:
Primary Tools (pg 1 of 2)

- Zoom-in
- Zoom-out
- Zoom to full extent
- Search for city/town
- Search for cemetery
- Zoom to latitude/longitude
- Take Snapshot (Bookmark)
- Add a Marker
- Print or Save Image
- Set Transparency of Landowners

Search Surname
Execute Surname Search
Clear Surname Search Results

State: ALLESTES
County: ALL COUNTIES

County Browser
County Autauga
Search this county for a name

Alabama
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The Quickest Way to Learn is to Watch this Video: http://bit.ly/flo-cheat

First Landowners
Map Viewer:
Primary Tools (pg 2 of 2)

1. Zoom to Selected County
2. Zoom to Selected Person
3. “Flash” on Selected Person
4. Add Selected Person to “My People”